Where is Supervision Provided Before School?

Each morning Mr. Adams-Jones and Mrs Sandra Campbell will be on playground duty down at the 100 block and the bitumen area behind the 600 block. This has multiple benefits. It provides time for the teachers of each year level to meet and plan learning experiences in preparation for the day. The students gather in the two areas assists us to monitor the students in a safe environment and will minimize the risk should an emergency arise.

The children are asked to drop off their bag at their classrooms in the morning, put their hats on and then make their way down to the 100 block (years 1-2 area) and the bitumen area behind the 600 block (years 3-6) where they will gather before going out to play. At 8.50am the bell will ring and the students will be lined up in class in their respective areas in preparation for class. The classroom teachers will meet the students at the two designated areas.

Where is Supervision Provided After School?

The bell goes at the end of the school day at 3.10pm. All students know and are expected to exit the school grounds as soon as possible. There are Three exit points where supervision is provided.

Noorebar Ave Car Park: Teachers are on duty at the car park from 3:10pm until the last student leaves by car. Walkers are then taken across the road with 1 teacher.

Bus Lines: Buses pick up students from Warrambool Street bus stop. Teachers are on duty from 3:10pm until last bus leaves, about 3.50pm. This exit point is known as the Bus Lines Area. Students who go home via a bus are expected to go directly to this exit point as soon as the school day finishes.

Admin Pick up Area

The front of the administration block is the third supervised pick up area for students. Students move to this area as soon as possible. Two teachers supervise this area until 3:25pm. After this time students and teacher move to the 100 Block Verandah where the bus teacher supervises the students.

Students Who Walk Home via Kooba Street: Students who walk home from school meet on the bitumen basketball court. A designated teacher will take a group of students across Apex Park to the Kooba Street Student Crossing.

Families Picking Up Children within the school: The shaded area in front of the 100 block, and the grass area in between the 600 and 700 block are areas where parents may wait to meet their children at the end of the school day. The wellbeing and safety of your children when they are in our care is a major commitment of the school. We ask that parents take note of the information provided here. Please note there is no supervision provided to students behind the Hall. We strongly urge that parents not request their children to meet them behind the hall. This gate is locked until 3:30pm. After this time the gate is open for after school care pick ups.